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Dedication
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When you have the answer to world problems you feel a responsibility to share that information. In the same way bystanders are morally obligated to step in and stop an assault, or a pedestrian who knows the layout of a city to give directions to someone who is lost, an intellectual who is fortunate enough to know exactly how to solve global issues should feel the weight of responsibility to share their knowledge with the world.

In this way, I have a deep and unceasing drive to offer the world the answers to social, political, economic and environmental issues, including human rights in the public and private sectors. The world needs all the help it can get. We are on the verge of destruction or great advance, depending on whether or not we learn how to stop violence and work for the common good. I clearly see a definite and specific unifying principle that will lead us to the highest path and future for the entire planet.

As climate change is an urgent matter, so are the current issues in the title of this book an emergency for millions who needlessly suffer.
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Around our world today there is an unfortunate and unnecessary disagreement between people. This leads to human rights violations of every kind from millions who starve to death or die in combat to the cruel and unusual treatment of millions who are unfairly judged in the most negative light and suffer a painful destiny as a result.

Fighting the issues on an outer level alone can never fully work. We must heal the problem and division within that is responsible for and generating all the problems mentioned. Few people see the obvious solution, a unifying principle that will solve all these problems and redirect the human race to the ultimate future where the earth and people caring for it thrive in beauty and fulfillment.
Introduction

Why Are There So Many Problems in the World Today?

Why are there so many problems in the world? Why are we working too many hours? Why are children shooting children? Why is our democracy crumbling? Why haven’t ordinary people been able to achieve their dreams and live their passions? Why haven’t diseases been wiped out? Why are so many people in the world divided in their thinking? Why are Democrats & Republicans in complete disagreement? For what reason are people within families and countries opposed to each other’s worldviews? Why do we have fake news? Why is so much attention being given to what is wrong with people? Why all the bullying? Why do we have high taxes and poverty? Within this book I will give you a clear and concise answer to all these questions. All these problems stem from the fact that we are using the wrong paradigm. The problems so prevalent in our times are a result of misconceptions as to who we really are and how we create our reality. I call these misconceptions we live by the great
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myths of modern man. These myths alone are generating the problems of the world today.

The Same Method That Can Solve World Problems Can Allow You to Achieve Your Dreams

In regard to all our problems as hinted at on the cover, when we see a problem we can’t explain, it means we are missing an important part of the whole picture. What we were missing is now before your eyes. I offer you the solution to all these problems and virtually any other problems in your life or in the world today.

The Missing Part of the Whole Picture

While most people know that a hologram is a three-dimensional image projected into space with the aid of a laser, few of us realize that the universe itself is a massive holographic projection of the mind.

This remarkable new way of looking at the universe is supported by two of the world's most eminent thinkers — Stanford neurophysiologist Karl Pribram, and University of London physicist David Bohm, a former protege of Einstein's.
It is critically important that everyone understand how the mind creates events, because we now have a profound method and means to dissolve global problems and achieve our goals. I have helped formulate and apply this revolutionary method of creating events with the mind for almost fifty years, the results of which are presented to you in this book.

All our problems (hinted at on the cover) can be explained very easily. Events are actually a physical manifestation of our beliefs, and this is the most important information we are missing. We create our environment by the thoughts we think. Realization of this alone can solve all our problems. $C = Ef = M$, tells us that consciousness is an electromagnetic field and electromagnetic fields form matter.

Knowing this will revolutionize both civilization and human nature. It will change everything, including how we relate to others and achieve goals personally.

We are on the cusp of a transition so huge it will set civilization on a new track and lead to a multidimensional future we cannot even fathom. Most people, however, cannot make the leap of faith necessary to transform their world. They are living on a gold mine, but they can’t see the gold.
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Unless we are aware of this, we tend to interpret our beliefs not as beliefs but as reality. The reality we are projecting seems to prove to us that our beliefs are facts about reality rather than beliefs about reality. Not understanding this principle perpetuates inaccurate views because all worldviews, regardless of their inaccuracy will tend to manifest and thus seem to be validated. This makes it very difficult to open up to anything contrary to what we already believe about reality. We are given the ultimate gift: What we believe we create. Knowing this immediately weakens the problems we may be dealing with in our life. Recognizing the power and integrity of the self is all it takes to change your destiny.

A Healthy, Empowering & Constructive Worldview

When you understand that you create your reality you are able to create almost anything. You feel more powerful and depression becomes impossible. You get psyched about living your life and experimenting to see what you can create by thinking it into existence. This is a wonderful position to be in.

David Bohm’s holomovent is not a theory. Because we have as many worlds as we do people, we need a unifying principle, and that unifying principle already exists. It is in this book. That principle includes the awareness that we create our environment by the
thoughts we think. Realization of this alone can solve all our problems, both personal and collective.

Our Beliefs Unite or Separate Us

We do what we do because of our beliefs about our world, our nature and others. We are united or in disagreement due to our beliefs. Beliefs either connect or separate people, cause problems or solutions. If you get along with someone it is because of shared belief (values) and such points of agreement are what I call unifying principles.

Another Huge Problem this Book Identifies & Solves

A specific division few are aware of is causing love to turn to hate; peace to war; agreement to conflict; climate health to disaster; friendliness to bullying; freedom and fulfillment to constraint; abundance and social joy to deep discontent, pain and suffering; and childhood dreams come-true to adult paradise lost. This problem is causing the fabric of civilization to fray. People are separated from their children, people die, children starve. While all people must be helped on a physical level, the source of problems is clearly in the mind of man, woman and child.

In this book I will bring your attention to the billions of people who are missing a portion of their humanity because of a dissection of the human psyche which has been entirely overlooked in our civilization.
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The resulting void in the male psyche (primarily) brings about a lack of love and compassion and the inability to understand reality. This seed of all our problems fans out to form the contemporary issues we can’t seem to find the source of. This is where all our personal and social problems begin.

The Concealed Stratagem

The belief system we inherit from our parents and culture erodes our natural self. As we mature an inner conflict develops between our natural and cultural self. I call the agent responsible for the conflict the concealed stratagem. The problems mentioned in the title of this book arise directly out of it.

The outer world is a mirror of what is going on within each of us. The as-yet unseen conflict and void I am speaking of is expressed in physical terms as the seemingly unsolvable contemporary issues mentioned in the title of this book. If we were to heal the division and concealed stratagem within the individual psyche of each person on earth, all these problems would dissolve almost instantly. Read more to find out if you are affected and to learn the source of most of the problems in the world today, and possibly your own. Until you fully understand that you can create any reality that you want, you are unnecessarily limited.
Chapter One

CAUSE OF DIVISION & CONFLICT
WORLDWIDE

The world you live in is the one you are creating according to your thoughts. It is generally unknown that an event or object is a solidification of conscious energy that has been patterned by our beliefs, thoughts and emotions. But it is to your advantage to realize this. We project our beliefs onto the screen of life and then are forced to live within the manifestation (reality) of our belief system. If there are elements within your life that you dislike, change your thoughts in that area and those elements will change.